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the complexity of the first episode, lust from beyond, was never going to be lost on me. i came to
this game not only prepared to be amazed, but i also came to expect a certain amount of nuance in

a survival horror game. it took me by surprise to see a game more interested in capturing the
scariest, most arousing thoughts of the human mind than filling them out with actual creepy enemy
monsters. i have always felt that the best horror games are the ones that get under your skin and
into your mind without making you feel like youre being attacked by something in your room. lust

from beyond does just that, while capturing the otherworldly beauty of the central and eastern
european countryside. the game contains no loading times, and there are no loading screens.

instead, there are several camera angles you can switch between. sometimes youll be playing with
an over-the-shoulder view, sometimes youre looking straight ahead. in other instances, youll be

looking up, down, or to the side. each of these perspectives shows something different, and a few
are truly breathtaking. in one moment, victor is standing on the edge of a cliff in a noose, while in
another, youre peering into the spacious laboratory of a mad scientist. each perspective highlights

something slightly different, and it was this attention to detail that made this game one of my
favorites. lust from beyond is an excellent game with a lot to offer in terms of gameplay, but the
game also has a lot of baggage. i feel like this entire series is a bit overhyped, and a lot of people

expected a lot more from it. still, if youre a fan of horror and arent a fan of pc games, then this one is
worth checking out. its a bit of a niche game, but its really unique and in my opinion, lust from
beyond is not only the best game of its kind, but one of the best horror games ive ever played.
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